LBST 554 Media Persons Publics in a Globalized World
Discussion Facilitation Sign-up

Part I: Dilemmas of Mediate/Immediate Experience

Week Two: Mediated lives: Things and Cyborgs, Humans and Nonhumans Libby O'Neill

Week Three: Histories of Communication: New Media Emma Holland

Week Four: States, Mediation and Constituting Publics Mary Lou Anderson

Week Five: Semiotic Mediation: the Emergence of Persons and Things Penny Reeser

Week Six: Dilemmas of Digital Methods: Media Ideologies and Multimodality Tottona Espinoza

Week Seven: Multimodal ethnography: Religion, Mediation and Immediacy Lynette Yettes

Spring Break Mar 12-16

Part II: Mediated Engagements: Making (Counter)publics

Week Eight: Media Infrastructure, Materiality and Governance Shelly Stein

Week Nine: Creating and Surveilling Persons and Publics Laura Perrazoli

Week Ten: Language and Mediated Sociality: Embodying and Standardizing Persons Mordecai Branitz

Week Eleven: Digital Divides? Racializing (Counter)publics Susie Callahan

Week Twelve: Digital Divides? Indigenizing (Counter)publics Brianna McKenzie

Week Thirteen: Mediation and Activisms Emily Keriamde